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         NAME:____________________ 

 

Student Study Notes: Drive Systems 

 

Belts 

 

 

1. Sketch and describe the basic construction of V-belts. Make a cross-section sketch.  

2. What is the purpose of the tensile members? 

3. Where does the gripping friction occur on a belt? 

4. What is belt creep and slip? 

5. What causes glazing of a belt? 

6. What does the term “nominal” mean in belt sizing? 

7. Where is the belt size indicated on the belt? What do code numbers indicate?  

8. Sketch how to determine belt length. 

9. How will you determine the size and wear on a v-belt pulley? 

10. What is the difference between a fixed bore and a tapered bore pulley? 

11. What dimensions of V-belt and pulley must be matched exactly? 

12. What will happen if belt and pulley are mismatched? 

13. What is meant by an overhung load?  

14. Name and describe the three types of pulley misalignment? 

15. When and why should new belts be inspected? 

16. What problems will be caused by belt over tension and under tension?  

17. How will properly tensioned belt feel when you chop it? 

18. What problems will dirt and oil cause in a belt drive system? 

19. Why should you change worn sheaves? 

20. Oil and chemicals react with rubber of the belt. What problems will this cause? 

21. What is the advantage of a timing or positive drive belt? 

22. What dimensions of the timing belt must be known? 

23. Why is it advisable to change all the belts at the same time in a multiple drive system? 
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24. How does a variable speed drive change speed? 

25. Show the formula used to determine belt speed and pulley size. 

26. Describe the maintenance required by belt drives.  

27. How will you conduct root cause analysis on belt drive problems?  

28. Why is proper lockout tagout critical for any type of drive system?  
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Chains  
References: Industrial Maintenance 3rdnd edition p. 315 - 318; Diamond Chain web PDF: 

“Maintenance Guide” 

 

1. Sketch and label a chain drive. Which side is the tight side? (p. 1 LFC link) 

2. What do we mean when we say that a chain drive is a positive drive? 

3. Describe the correct lubrication of roller chain. 

4. What are the problems with using offset links to lengthen or shorten chain? 

5. What is the pitch of a chain? 

6. How does the chain numbering system work? Where will you find the numbers on a chain? 

7. Describe how and where chains wear. 

8. At what point of wear would you decide to replace a chain?  

9. What is the danger in simply replacing a section of broken chain with a new length of chain? 

10. What can cause chain fatigue? 

11. Where will you find wear if the chain is misaligned? 

12. How you will align a sprocket? 

13. List three symptoms of improper chain lubrication. 

14. How will you select the oil to use on a chain drive? 

15. What is the amount of slack side movement in a properly tensioned chain?  

16. A chain that is too tight pulls on the upper part of the tooth wearing upper part of tooth.  

17. A chain that is too loose hits on the sprocket, rides up on the tooth and slams into the next 

tooth space with considerable force.  

18. Sketch a hooked sprocket tooth. 

19. Where will misalignment show up on the sprocket? 

20. What will you look for when checking sprocket teeth? 

21. Describe the maintenance required by chain drives. 

22. How will you conduct root cause analysis on chain drive problems? 
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Gears 
 

 

1. Describe the characteristics of a gear drive. 

2. What is the gear ratio and why is it important 

3. What is the purpose of a compound gear train?  

4. Lubrication aims to build fluid film on the teeth to separate the metal surfaces. What 

happens if there is metal to metal contact between gears? 

5. Lube oil must be filtered and/or changed regularly, why? 

6. Define backlash. What problem is caused by too little or too much backlash? How is 

backlash measured?  

7. What is the purpose of a gear box? Why do gear boxes require oil seals? 

8. What determines the speed and rotation of a gear drive?  

9. Define torque. Describe how you will visualize torque. 

10. Name and describe the different types of gears  

11. What causes abrasive wear? 

12. What causes corrosive wear? 

13. What causes electrical pitting? 

14. What causes rolling and scuffing? 

15. What causes fatigue wear? 

16. How will you handle used gear oil? 

17. What maintenance do gear drives require? 

18. Describe the operation of cam drive. What maintenance will cam drives require? 

 


